sending studies made easy
Today, a lot of time and money is spent on placing
medical studies on CDs. Wouldn’t it be easier if there
were another solution, one that did not require the use of those
cumbersome easy-to-lose CDs? That’s why there is MatrixRay.

MatrixRay is a pay-per-use cloud-alternative
medical imaging program that allows you to
securely share images without the need for a CD.

But, unlike most peer-to-peer systems, MatrixRay lets the doctor do much more than share:
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All this allows you to...

save money

With MatrixRay, you only
pay $1 per use, which means
you spend only

$2 per CD with a Capital Outlay
of $18,000 will cost you about

$48,000

Let’s compare MatrixRay to
current first year imaging costs per
system when your study output is

15,000.

$15,000

wow!

you save a total of

In five years, these would cost:

$168,000

$93,000

$75,000

nice!

NO maintenance cost | NO cloud storage cost | NO cost for recipient of study | NO mailing or shipping cost

save time
MatrixRay allows
access wherever it’s
needed, whether it be
in a lab, at home, or in
various departments
across the hospital.
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Tired of waiting in line for CDs? MatrixRay cuts out
the wait time, and may ultimately save an estimated

45 minutes of business time per patient

OOPS!

30%

of patients forget their CDs at appointments,
resulting in lost time for both the patient and doctor.
Not a problem with MatrixRay.

save lives
Trauma patients won’t need to be re-scanned
in the case of a broken or missing disk, allowing
time for precious life-saving measures.

MatrixRay is safe, secure, and compliant, so
there is no worry, which lets the doctor focus on
what is important — the patients.

DOWNLOAD MATRIXRAY FOR FREE:

866.520.6477

www.nautilusmedical.com/matrixray
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